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a b s t r a c t
In modern society, information and internet techniques have changed human lifestyles.
Service providers provide innovative e-services to attract and retain their customers.
The popularity of e-services has made selecting a good e-service, which will also
provide reasonable composite e-service solutions, an important issue. Therefore, this
work proposes a message negotiation approach to e-services to assist consumers in
acquiring a reasonable composite e-service solution. An e-service composition involves a
complete e-service process including a series of steps. E-service formalization, an e-service
utility model and a multi-criteria decision analysis are used to determine the optimal
selection order of e-services for each specific e-service composition step. Then, the selected
e-service for each step is composed through a message negotiation process. The result is
presented to the consumer as a reasonable composite e-service solution. This work uses an
ingredient procurement use case of property management in Taiwan to demonstrate that
the proposed approach is effective.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Inmodern society, information and internet techniques have changed human lifestyle. Service providers provide innova-
tive services over the internet to attract and retain their customers [1–3].With the popularity of e-services, selecting not only
good e-services but also reasonable composite e-service solutions from various e-services has become an important issue.
Service brokers construct e-service platforms to provide an interface and functionality to consumers. The consumer en-
forces a complete e-service process via an e-service platform to get a reasonable e-service solution [4]. A complete e-service
process includes a series of steps called e-service composition. The service broker ensures that the candidate’s e-services
correspond to each step in a complete e-service process in order to compose a reasonable e-service solution.
Quality of service (QoS) is an important consideration in evaluating an e-service. Consumer feedback of a negotiating
process can be represented as a utility function reflecting the satisfaction a consumer observes from using an e-service.
The consumer provides such a utility function [5] before committing to use an e-service. Therefore, the consumer’s utility
function can be applied to the monitoring information in order to evaluate the e-service’s QoS. A multi-criteria decision
analysis [6–8] of e-services is required to discover the selection order of the various e-services for each e-service composition
step.
At each step of the complete e-service process, the consumer maintains a message negotiation process with the service
providers to make sure the e-service has satisfied his requirements [9–12]. Please note that the latter step negotiation may
influence the preceding step negotiation because of each step’s criteria rules. If the latter step negotiation cannot satisfy the
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consumer’s requirements, the preceding steps’ negotiations are adjusted tomake the final solution acceptable. For example,
if the consumer sets a total budget, and latter step negotiations add new costs, a conflict situation could develop. In this case,
the preceding steps’ negotiation results would be readjusted to fit the consumer’s requirements. The selected e-services are
composed from a composite e-service by the step order of the e-service composition process. The composited result is
used as the recommended solution for matching the consumer’s requirements. The consumer can accept the recommended
solution, adjust the step order or filter out undesired candidate e-services to modify and get a more reasonable composite
e-service solution [4,13].
The contribution of this work is to propose a message negotiation approach to e-services to assist the consumer in
acquiring a reasonable composite e-service solution. An e-service composition is a complete e-service process including
a series of steps. E-service formalization, an e-service utility model and a multi-criteria decision analysis are used to obtain
an optimal selection order for e-services at each step. Then, the selected e-service for each step is composed through a
message negotiation process. The result is considered a reasonable composite e-service solution for the consumer. This
work explores community resident lifestyle based on the second category: life and commercial support service of property
management in [4]. We have an experiment which uses an ingredient procurement use case [4] to demonstrate that the
proposed approach is effective.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on property management in
Taiwan, e-service, negotiation, and multi-criteria decision analysis techniques. Section 3 introduces the proposed message
negotiation approach of e-services by utility function and multi-criteria decision analysis. Section 4 describes a use case of
community resident life in Taiwan. Section 5 presents the experiment and relevant discussion. In Section 6, we present the
conclusion and indicate the direction of future work.
2. Related works
The related literature covers property management in Taiwan, e-service, negotiation, multi-criteria decision analysis
method—ELECTRE.
2.1. Property management in Taiwan
Property management in [4] is divided into three categories, including ‘‘Building and environment usage management
and maintenance’’, ‘‘life and commercial support service’’, and ‘‘property management’’. The first category ‘‘Building
and environment usage management and maintenance’’ provides building and environment usage management and
maintenance, clean, security, public safety inspection, fire safety equipment and relevant device inspections, etc. The second
category ‘‘life and commercial support service’’ provides property agent service and consultation, administration, property
life service (community network, homecare service, nurse, delivery and logistics), life product and commercial support, etc.
The third category ‘‘propertymanagement’’ provides real estatemanagement consultation, leasing and invest management,
etc.
Generally speaking, property management is human-based to develop the building. It involves with the property service
position, dynamic line management, public equipment item, community construction, etc. Although the definition of
‘‘property management’’ is not the same of different countries, its main focus is to achieve three points, including increase
value of ground building, enhance safety of working and live environment, and decrease cost of building maintenance and
resource waste. Through the different composition and put in use, property management wants to maximize the property
value. In Taiwan, the property management company mainly maintains the apartment building [4].
In summary, property management is the community comprehensive management, including building maintenance,
environment construction, life functionality, and relevant service items to assist various activities of resident life. Traditional
services, e.g., post management, security management, equipment and device maintenance, public health and environment
management, are assigned to the property management company. In recent, Internet facilitates human life. Create the
innovative e-service is a new trend to support resident life. For example, network home delivery, repair service, and traffic
planning service can be used to promote resident’s life quality and performance [4].
2.2. E-service
E-service is a software component using open network protocol, e.g., HTTP, SOAP, and XML, to provide service for other
application. For example, the sharingmechanismovermobile network is a kindof e-service. Themain techniques of e-service
include WSDL, SOAP, and UDDI. These techniques can reconstruct an integrated e-service system from non-network-based
systems [14]. Design high performance, expandable, and reliable e-service is a key topic currently [15]. Besides, e-service
may also be a software component which integrated with different platforms. Different platforms integration may suffer
from the communication problem. The e-service can dynamically integrate different platforms with load balance and solve
the communication problem. It lets different platforms can co-operate smoothly.
Although today is information overloading era, user still starves for information. The single type of information does not
satisfy the user. It needs to integrate with more types of data to compose various information contents. How to integrate
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the different types of information platforms to provide total solution service is important. Therefore, using e-service can
achieve this target.
2.3. Negotiation
Negotiation is that two ormulti-sides try to reach an agreementwhen exchanging product or service. Due to the different
consideration of revenue, a negotiation process is needed to generate the win–win status. Traditional negotiation belongs
to fact-to-face model. In current, most negotiation is happened over Internet. For example, in famous auction website eBay,
there are over twenty thousand conflict transactions between seller and buyer in a week. It requires the negotiation process
to solve the conflict situation [11,12].
The negotiation can also be used in e-services composition [4]. For the user specific requirement, theworking processmay
compose with a series of steps. Each step is corresponding with several candidate e-services. Based on the user predefined
criteria, the candidate e-services are negotiated to compose the reasonable solution for user. No matter how the automatic
negotiation system or intelligent agent system works, the main purpose is let user to get the most revenue [9,10].
2.4. The multi-criteria decision analysis method, ELECTRE
Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) [6–8] and multi-attribute decision making (MADM) [16–21] approaches have
played important roles in solvingmulti-dimensional and complicated problems. ELECTRE (Elimination Et Choice Translating
Reality) is a family of multi-criteria decision analysis methods. ELECTRE methods are developed in two main phases. In the
first phase, the outranking relations are constructed for a comprehensive comparison of each pair of actions. In the second
phase, the recommendations are elaborated from the results obtained by an exploitation procedure from the first phase. The
nature of the recommendation depends on the problems: choosing, ranking, or sorting. The evolutions of ELECTREmethods
include ELECTRE I, ELECTRE Iv, ELECTRE IS, ELECTRE II, ELECTRE III, ELECTRE IV, ELECTRE-SS, and ELECTRE TRI. Eachmethod is
characterized by its construction and exploitation procedure. ELECTRE I, ELECTRE Iv and ELECTRE IS were designed to solve
choice problem. ELECTRE II, ELECTRE III, ELECTRE IV and ELECTRE-SS were designed for solving ranking problems. ELECTRE
TRI was designed for solving sorting problems. This work uses a modified version of the ELECTRE method [7] to discover an
optimal selection order of candidate actions. The selection order is presented to the worker as a recommended solution.
3. The proposed message negotiation approach of e-services
In this section, we describe a proposedmessage negotiation approach to e-services in terms of utility function andmulti-
criteria decision analysis, including e-service formalization, utility function for e-service, selection order discovery by a
modified version of the ELECTRE method [7] and the e-service composition.
3.1. E-service formalization
E-service formalization is an essential and initial task in our proposedmessage negotiation approach. This work refers to
the use of a utility-based reputation model [5] to formalize an e-service’s quality of service (QoS) items in order to enforce
the utility function.
Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} denote the set of e-services, and x ∈ X . Let eSP denote the set of e-services providers, b ∈ eSP ,
and function S : eSP → P (X) denote the e-services provided by an e-service provider, where P represents the power set
operator. Let eSC denote the set of consumer of the system, and c ∈ eSC . Each e-service has associated issues of interest,
denoted by set I , which consumers are interested inmonitoring, and i ∈ I . Function eIS represents the set of issues of interest
for an e-service: eIS : X → P(I). Function Oc : X×eSP× I → R denotes the expectation of the consumer c for the e-services
he uses, where R denotes the real numbers. Notation vc,bx,i represents the expectation of consumer c on issue i of e-service x
supplied by provider b.
In an e-service environment, a potential issue of interest could be the quality of service (QoS). Based on the expectations,
a consumer can develop a utility function which reflects the satisfaction he perceives from consuming an e-service.
3.2. Utility function for E-service
After the e-service formalization process, a utility function is developed to represent consumer satisfactionwith e-service
acquisition.
Let U c,bx,i (v) denote the utility that consumer c gets by obtaining the actual value v ∈ R on issue i from e-service x of
provider b. Utilities are normalized and scaled to [0, 1] giving the consumer a utility of 1 if provider b actually supplies the
expected value vc,bx,i for issue i from e-service x. If the provider supplies a better quality, the consumer gets the utility of 1.
Therefore, we would have U c,bx,i : R → [0, 1].
The consumer will get the expected value of the issue of interest from consuming an e-service. Based on various issues
of interest, how to select the best e-service from a large number of e-services requires a multi-criteria decision analysis.
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3.3. Discover the selection order of e-services by a modified version of the ELECTRE method
For the second task, this work uses a modified version of the ELECTRE method to discover the selection order for e-
services. If there are m e-services which involve n QoS items, the matrix of expected values can be shown as (1). We use 8
steps to discover the optimal selection order of e-service using amodified version of the ELECTREmethod [7]. Each expected
value v of specific interest issue of an e-service used as a QoS item to build the decisionmatrix Q , is described in Section 3.2.
The decision matrix Q is a normalization matrix from the e-service normalization process described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Q = Qijm×n =
v
c,b
1,1 · · · vc,b1,n
...
. . .
...
v
c,b
m,1 · · · vc,bm,n
 . (1)
Step 1. To calculate the weighted normalization decision matrix, a weight for each QoS item must be set to form a
weighted matrix (W ), as shown in (2).
W =
W1 · · · 0... . . . ...
0 · · · Wn

n×n
. (2)
Themultiplication of a normalizationmatrixQ by aweightedmatrixW gets theweighted normalization decisionmatrix
V (V = QW ), as shown in (3).
V = [vij]m×n=[Qij]m×n•[Wij]m×n. (3)
Step 2. Compare arbitrary different row i and row j in the weighted normalization decision matrix V to make sure of the
concordance and discordance set. If value v of row i is higher than value v of row j, the component k can be classified as the
concordance set Cij, or the discordance set Dij. The concordance set Cij, or the discordance set Dij is shown as (4).
Cij =

k|vik ≥ vjk

, Dij =

k|vik < vjk

. (4)
Step 3. The sum of each component’s weight forms a concordance matrix C , as shown in (5).
C = cijm×m , cij =

k∈cij
wk
n
k∈1
wk
. (5)
Step 4. We use a formula to get the discordance matrix. S is the set including all QoS items, S = {1, 2, . . . , n}, as shown
in (6).
dij =
max
k∈Dij
vik − vjk
max
k∈S
vik − vjk . (6)
Therefore, a discordance matrix can be presented as D = [dij]m×m.
Step 5. The reverse complementary value is used to modify D to get the modified discordance matrix D′. The calculation
of D′ is shown as (7).
D′ = [d′ij]m×m, d′ij = 1− dij. (7)
Step 6. To show the large component value of the candidate solution, when the expected value is larger, we combine
each component Cij of the concordance set with the discordance matrix to calculate the production and get the modified
total matrix A(Hadamard product of cij and d′ij), as shown in (8).
A = [aij]m×m, aij = cij ◦ d′ij. (8)
Step 7. Get the maximum value aj of each column frommodified total matrix. The purpose is to determine the modified
superiority matrix, as shown in (9).
aj = max

aij|i = 1, 2, . . . ,m

, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (9)
To make sure to get a reasonable solution, we have to rank aj from small to large: a1, a2, . . . , am. The threshold a is set
behind the smallest value a′1 and the next smallest value a
′
2. If the value aij is smaller than threshold a, it is replaced as 0, or
1. Then we get the modified total superiority matrix, as shown in (10).
E ′ = e′ij , e′ij = 1, aij ≥ ae′ij = 0, aij < a. (10)
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Table 1
Cross-table of composite step and selection order.
Selection order 1 · · · Selection order M
Composite Step 1 e-Service · · · e-Service
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
Composite Step N e-Service · · · e-Service
Step 8. Finally, we get e′ij = 1 from the matrix E ′. It indicates that solution i is better than solution j. We can eliminate
solution j and show it as: Ai → Aj.
From step 1 to step 8, we get the relationship among the QoS items of the candidate e-services and get the optimal
selection order for all candidate e-services. The candidate e-service is the e-service provided by an e-service provider. The
consumer can follow the selection order to get a reasonable e-service.
3.4. E-service composition
According to the discovered optimal selection order of each e-service composite step, the e-service composition process
is the fourth task to get a reasonable complete e-service solution. Table 1 presents the relationships between the composite
step and the selection order. The consumer negotiateswith e-service providers to enforce the e-service composition process,
which includes three steps.
Step 1. Compose an e-service with the highest selection order of each step of an e-service composition process. Let CeS
denote an e-services set CeS includes a combination of e-services with the highest ranking of each step of an e-service
composition process, shown as follows: step{1..N} · eSrank1 ∈ CeS.
CeS = {step1 · eSrank1, step2, eSrank1, . . . , stepN · eSrank1} .
Step 2. The consumer negotiates with the e-service provider to adjust the e-service by changing the step order, filtering
out undesired candidate e-services. The consumermight also replace an undesirable candidate e-service to test the CeS with
consumer requirements from a different view.
By changing the step order, e.g., exchanging Step1 with Step2, we get the composite e-service CeS as follows.
CeS = {step2 · eSrank1, step1, eSrank1, . . . , stepN · eSrank1} .
By removing the undesired e-service, e.g., removing the step2 · eSrank1, we get the composite e-service CeS as follows.
CeS = {step1 · eSrank1, null, . . . , stepN · eSrank1} .
After replacing the undesirable e-service, e.g., step2·eSrank1 with step2·eSrank3, the consumer negotiateswith the e-service
providers to get other candidate e-services to compose a composite e-serviceCeS as follows.
CeS = {step1 · eSrank2, step2 · eSrank3, . . . , stepN · eSrank5} .
The step1 · eSrank1 is replaced by step1 · eSrank2, the stepN · eSrank1 is replaced by stepN · eSrank5.
Step 3. Finally, the composite e-service CeS consumer confirmation is produced as a reasonable composite e-service
solution.
After performing the three steps of the e-service composition process, the composed result is considered as a reasonable
composite e-service solution for the consumer.
4. User case
This section illustrates the real use case from the property management industry in [4]. The use case is the ingredient
procurement e-service. Property management has become an interesting research topic in the building management and
maintenance industry in Taiwan. Propertymanagement in Taiwan is divided into three categories: building and environment
usage management and maintenance, life and commercial support service and property management [4]. The life and
commercial support service category is deeply concerned with residents’ lives, including property agent services and
consultation, administration, property life services, life products and commercial support, etc. Supplying adaptive services
for the various dimensions of a resident’s life is the main focus of the building management and maintenance industry in
enhancing the community management quality.
Previously, we proposed an e-service system of property management in [4]. Fig. 1 shows the overview of the system
platform. A resident uses the system interface to enforce the e-service platform functionality. The resident builds and
maintains a XML-based personal profile, including basic attributes, professional skills and rules for the various dimensions
of his requirements. The system connects with the e-service registration server. The registration information is conducted
to a specific e-service server to get the commercial e-service. The system parses the e-service description file and gets its
attribute information, including service property, payment and delivery ways, etc. The relevant information is stored in a
XML-based e-service profile. The e-service message negotiation process uses the requirements of the resident’s profile to
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Fig. 1. Overview of the e-service platform [4].
negotiate with the various commercial e-service profiles of e-service providers. The resident’s requirements form a process
composed of steps. Each step searches and negotiates with candidate e-services to match the resident’s requirements.
Based on the knowledge message produced by the negotiation process of the candidate’s e-services, the e-service
message negotiation process recommends reasonable solutions for the various dimensions of the resident’s life. The resident
also uses an ad hoc mode to interact with the system to get real-time knowledge messages or modify recommended
solutions. A knowledge base is constructed to store the information and knowledge used in the e-service platform, including
a XML-based profile for the resident and the e-service negotiation, information about the e-service registration server,
information on various e-service servers, temporary or permanent computing information from the negotiation computing
module, a reasonable solution for the resident’s recommendation and feedback for the resident, etc. The system also designs
scoring and feedback mechanisms to allow the resident to show his satisfaction with the recommended solution. The
proposed system designs a filtering mechanism to filter out out-of-date or low-scored services based on the resident’s
feedback. It retains the high quality knowledge message recommendations.
Ingredient procurement is used as an e-service scenario in the e-service platform. The resident has ingredient
procurement requirements, including organic fruits and vegetables, fish, meat, and eggs, etc. Usually, the resident purchases
the ingredients in a neighboring market or supermarket. However, sometimes he may be busy and have no time to
purchase the ingredients. In Taiwan, some manufacturers provide an ingredient procurement process through an internet
and home delivery service. It does not seem to be integratedwith the various types of ingredients, and only provides limited
ingredients, e. g., only organic fruits or vegetables. If the e-service platform can automatically fetch various ingredients and
provide a well-informed negotiation e-service based on a resident’s profile, the results will promote the resident’s quality of
life. The e-service platform provides a message negotiation process between the resident (consumer) and various e-service
providers. The e-service platform recommends the list for ingredient procurement and a reasonable solution for the resident.
5. Experiments and discussion
This section presents the experiment, results and relevant discussion of the ingredient procurement use case.
5.1. Experiment
We used the ingredient procurement e-service as a useful example to illustrate the experiment.
E-service formalization and utility function.
When the resident buys a specific ingredient, there are various suppliers providing the services. We use an e-service
formalization and utility function to pre-compute the resident’s expected list of supplied e-service QoS items and facilitate
a multi-criteria decision analysis to discover an optimal selection order of e-services.
First, the e-service formalization process identifies the resident, e-service, and e-service providers. Then, the resident can
decide the indicators (Quality of Service items, QoS items) of current ingredient items.We use beef as a simple example. The
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Table 2
Property of beef item.
Price Quality Delivery time
e-Service A 120 Middle Slow
e-Service B 150 High Normal
e-Service C 130 Low Quick
Table 3
Transformed property of beef item.
Price Quality Delivery time
e-Service A 0.375 0.3 0.2
e-Service B 0.3 0.5 0.3
e-Service C 0.325 0.2 0.5
resident sets Price, Quality, and Delivery Time as the QoS items for ingredient procurement e-services. Then the relevant
values of QoS items and e-services are recorded in a table, as shown in Table 2. For example, e-service A sets the ingredient
item, Beef, where the Price value is 120, Quality degree is Middle, and Delivery Time is evaluated as Slow.
After the e-service formalization process, a utility function is developed to represent consumer satisfaction with the e-
service acquisition. Each QoS item is normalized and scaled to [0, 1]. Then, Table 2 is transformed into Table 3, shown as
follows.
The selection order discovery of e-services.
This work uses a modified version of the ELECTRE method to discover the optimal selection order of e-services at the
specific e-service composition step. The decision matrix Q of expected values can be shown as follows.
Q =
0.375 0.3 0.2
0.3 0.5 0.3
0.325 0.2 0.5

.
The weighted matrix (W ) for each QoS item is shown as follows.
W =
0.5 0 0
0 0.35 0
0 0 0.15

.
Themultiplication of a normalizationmatrixQ and aweightedmatrixW gets theweightednormalizationdecisionmatrix
V (V = QW ) is shown as follows.
V =
0.1875 0.105 0.03
0.15 0.175 0.045
0.1625 0.07 0.075

.
The concordance set Cij, or the discordance set Dij are shown as follows.
C12 = {1} D12 = {2, 3} C13 = {1, 2} D13 = {3}
C21 = {2, 3} D21 = {1} C23 = {2} D23 = {1, 3}
C31 = {3} D31 = {1, 2} C32 = {1, 3} D32 = {2}.
The sum of each component’s weight forms a concordance matrix C .
C13 =

k∈C13
wk
3
k=1
wk
= w1 + w2
w1 + w2 + w3 = 0.85
C =
 − 0.5 0.85
0.5 − 0.35
0.15 0.65 −

.
A discordance matrix can be presented as D.
D13 =
max
k∈D13
{|v1k − v3k|}
max
k∈S
{|v1k − v3k|} =
max {0.045}
max {0.025, 0.035, 0.045} = 1
D =
− 1 1
0.5 − 0.28
0.77 1 −

.
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A modified discordance matrix can be presented as D′.
D′ =
 − 0 0
0.5 − 0.72
0.23 0 −

.
A modified total matrix can be presented as A.
A =
 − 0 0
0.25 − 0.25
0.03 0 −

.
A modified total superiority matrix is shown as E ′.
E ′ =
− 0 0
1 − 1
1 0 −

.
Finally, we get the optimal selection order for all candidate e-services. The experiment results show that e-service B is
better than e-service C , and e-service C is better than e-service A. The consumer can follow the optimal selection order to
get a reasonable e-service.
E-service composition.
According to the discovered selection order of each e-service composite step, the e-service composition process provides
a complete e-service solution. The resident gets a complete e-service solution which is a set of e-services, shown as
CeS = {Step1[fruits] · eS_A, Step2[vegetables] ·eS_P, Step3[fish] ·eS_B, Step4[meat] ·eS_R, Step5[egg] ·eS_K}.
If the resident does not like this complete e-service solution, he can use a message negotiation process to negotiate
with e-service providers to change the e-service. For example, due to personal considerations, the resident may want to
change the ingredients with another step order, e.g., meat, fish, egg, vegetables, and fruits. The complete e-service solution
is changed to CeS = {Step1[meat] ·eS_R, Step2[fish] ·eS_B, Step3[egg] ·eS_K , Step4[vegetables] ·eS_P, Step5[fruits] ·eS_A}.
If the resident does not like an e-service provider, even if it is the e-service with the higher selection order, he does
not have to purchase the e-service provided by that e-service provider. The resident may adjust the complete e-service
solution by replacing some of the e-services, or the complete e-service solution may be changed and restarted to compose
a new e-service solution based on the resident’s requirements. For example, the resident replaces the eS_B by eS_Z in
the Step3[fish]. The e-service with some other step order may be adjusted to get a reasonable complete e-service solution
based on the new resident’s requirements. The final complete e-service solution confirmed by the resident is shown as
CeS = {Step1[fruits] ·eS_L, Step2[vegetables] ·eS_P, Step3[fish] ·eS_Z, Step4[meat] ·eS_R, Step5[egg] ·eS_Q }.
Finally, the modified composite e-service CeS that the consumer confirmed will be produced as a reasonable composite
e-service solution.
5.2. Discussion
This work used an actual ingredient procurement use case of property management in Taiwan to demonstrate that the
proposed approach is effective. Supplying an adaptive knowledgemessage to a resident will help the propertymanagement
company improve the service and quality of a resident’s life. In the experiment of the ingredient procurement use case,
the ingredient items include meat, chicken, and vegetable ingredients. Five suppliers exist for each ingredient item. Thus a
total of 125 solutions exist. Based on the method proposed in this work, 95 solutions are identified that satisfy the resident
requirements. Recall thus is 76%. The experiment involves 56 transactions, 28 ofwhich are shown to be successful by testing.
The precision is 50%. The reason for the poor precision is identified as being transactions caused by exceptional and extreme
situations.
In the experiment process and result analysis, we found that weight value in multi-criteria decision analysis tasks
and resident feedback tasks in e-service composition influenced the experimental results. For example, the weight and
normalization values are indistinguishable. These situations prevent the system from identifying the best solution for
recommendation. This study checks and adjusts the weight and normalization values to enhance the distinguishability.
The experiment is reconstructed to test and improve the e-service quality. The results show 50 transactions are successful,
while six transactions remain in exceptional and extreme situations. The precision thus is improved to 89.28%.
6. Conclusions
In modern society, information and internet techniques have changed human lifestyles. Service providers provide
innovative e-services to attract and retain their customers. The popularity of e-services has made selecting a good e-service,
which will also provide reasonable composites e-service solutions, an important issue. The contribution of this work is to
propose a message negotiation approach to e-services to assist consumers in acquiring a reasonable composite e-service
solution. An e-service composition is a complete e-service process including a series of steps. E-service formalization,
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e-service utility models and multi-criteria decision analysis are used to get the optimal selection order of e-services for
each specific e-service composition step. Then, the selected e-service for each step is composed in an e-service composition
process. The finished result is considered to be a reasonable composite e-service solution for the consumer.
This work uses an ingredient procurement use case of property management in Taiwan for an experiment. In the
experiment process and result analysis, we found that weight value in a multi-criteria decision analysis task and resident
feedback in e-service composition tasks influenced the experimental results. Future work should pay more attention
to designing a resident feedback mechanism. The feedback would help the proposed message negotiation approach by
intelligent tuning and learning to improve the service quality incrementally. The recommended technique is to consider
to combining with more intelligent methods to enhance the effect.
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